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Abstract 

Nowadays, examples of embedded systems can be found everywhere; in our household appliances, 
cars and industries, to name the least. High demand for innovation and improvement of systems 
highlights the necessity of an effective engineering process that guarantees the correct 
implementation of new or upgraded systems. The aim of this master thesis was to identify the benefits 
that can be brought up to a project during the validation and testing phases as a result of the use of 
formal language representation during the requirement specification phase of the project. For such 
purpose, data collected during the engineering process of the Cooperative Driving System, a 
collaborative project between Scania CV AB and KTH for participating in the GCDC 2011 competition, 
was analyzed. The project was denominated SCOOP.  

A prospective study was carried out where a set of requirement of SCOOP were selected to be 
specified using formal language. The results were obtained from interactions with the team members 
of the project during the specification, test case definition and the first iteration of acceptance tests by 
analyzing the positive or negative results in the project.  

The examinations of the effects of using more formal language (semi-formal and formal languages), 
during the requirement specification stage, it resulted that a formal language improves the 
communication among project members, especially those formal language based on graphs such as 
UML, SysML and state machine, which facilitate the analysis, breaking down of the system and 
estimation of the change work estimation. Those formal languages facilitate the validation in terms of 
the completeness and correctness of the requirements, thus allowing earlier detection of errors and 
avoiding potential delays later on in the project. Formal languages also facilitate the implementation of 
simulation models that can provide an early feedback of the requirement specification. 

To conclude, the use of formal languages at an early stage of the engineering process, during the 
requirement specification, provides positive results for definition of test-cases and validation phases 
and for the requirements themselves. 

Future work can be focused on verifying if the use of simulations as complement to the formal 
requirement specification takes less time than defining an informal requirement along with the 
additional iterations needed in simulations to get the final implementation.  
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Sammanfattning 

Idag är det vanligt med inbyggda system i ett flertal  tillämpningar så som hushållsapparater, bilar, 
industrier mm. Den ökade innovationsgraden av dessa inbyggda system ställer även krav på 
utvecklingsprocessen vid implementering av systemen. Målet med detta examensarbete var att 
identifiera de fördelar som kan nås vid validering och testning i samband med formella specifikationer 
av ett projekt. Fallstudien där denna metodik prövades och data genererades var på Scanias 
Cooperative Driving System (SCOOP) som är ett samarbetsprojekt mellan KTH och Scania.  

En prospektiv studie genomfördes där ett antal krav i Scoop valdes specificeras med hjälp av formella 
språk. Resultaten erhölls från interaktion med medlemmar från projektet under 
kravspecifikationsfasen, testfallbeskrivning och ett första godkännande genom att analysera de 
positiva eller negativa resultaten i projektet. 

Resultatet från undersökningen visade att ett mer formellt språk (semi-formell och formellt språk) 
under kravspecifikationsstadiumet, ledde till att ett formellt språk förbättrar kommunikationen mellan 
projektmedlemmarna, speciellt de formella språken som baseras på grafer såsom UML, SysML och 
tillståndsmaskin, vilket förbättrar analysen, bryter ner systemet och uppskattning av 
förändringensarbetet. Dessa formella språk förbättrar valideringen i benämningen av fullständighet 
och förbättring av kravspecifikationen. De möjliggör upptäckt av fel vid ett tidigare stadium och 
förhindrar potentiella förseningar senare under projektets gång. Formella språk förbättrar även 
genomförandet av simulationsmodeller som kan förbättra en tidigare feedback från 
kravspecifikationen.  

Slutsatsen av detta är att användningen av formella språk i ett tidigt skede i projektutvecklingen 
(under kravspecifikationen), ger positiva resultat vid prövning och valideringsfaserna samt för själva 
kravspecifikationen.  

Framtida studier kan fokusera på att verifiera om användningen av stimulering som ett komplement till 
den formella krav specifikationen tar mindre tid att definiera än en informell kravspecifikation 
tillsammans med de ytterligare iterationer som behövs vid stimuleringar för att få det slutgiltiga 
genomförandet.   
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1 Introduction  

The increasing vehicle traffic in cities causes a growing number of traffic related problems. This is an 
important reason for putting effort into developing Cooperative Driving Systems (CDSs). Therefore 
automotive industries, organizations, government agencies and universities are currently working 
together to design standards that allow the implementation of CDS, with the intention of improving 
traffic and energy efficiency. 

Scania AB, market leader in the manufacturing of heavy trucks, together with the Royal Institute of 
Technology (KTH) are cooperating in the development of a CDS in the SCOOP project. SCOOP has 
the goal to design and implement a prototype truck that is able to drive autonomously in city and 
highway traffic. The prototype is to compete in the Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge (GCDC

1
) 

event in Netherlands in 2011. 

This master thesis focuses on analysing the requirements specification process in SCOOP. 
Specifically it aims at evaluating how the use of formal requirements (as opposed to informal 
requirements) influences the validation process of a project.  

1.1 Problem Statement 

The requirement phase is important phase within the engineering process, since it is impossible to 
know what to build without well-defined and comprehensive requirements. There are, however, 
different ways of representing requirements. These can be roughly categorized into those using a 
formal representation, and those using an informal one. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate 
how the use of a formal requirement specification influences the validation process of a project. 

 Are there measurable benefits to using a formal way of representing requirements? 

 Will a formalized way of representing requirements affect the validation test definition 
favourably? 

 Will a formalized way of representing requirements affect the validation tests favourably? 

 Will any improvements to the validation tests through using a formal representation of the 
requirements also affect the requirement process in a positive way? 

1.2 Method 

The input data for this thesis was collected from the system requirement definition (during the 
requirements phase) and the acceptance test definition (during the verification and validation phase) 
within the SCOOP Project. 

To ensure access to relevant input data this thesis took responsibility for the completion of the 
requirements definition and main acceptance test definition artifacts. This included working 
interactively with the stakeholders in the phases adjacent to the phases mentioned above. It was 
important to be able to complete the mentioned artifacts, but also to avoid missing the views of 
relevant stakeholders in the relevant phases. 

Throughout the life-time of the project information was gathered from GCDC, KTH team (also known 
as Scoop), and Chalmers and Halmstad teams, who were working in create a similar CDS prototypes 
in other universities.  

At the beginning of the study, the strategy was to analyse how each team generated the definition of 
test cases based on a formal or informal requirement specification. However, during the study the 
strategy was modified to follow the methodology used by the teams, where they assigned high priority 
to the activities specific to achieving the tight plan or schedule of the different workshops requested by 
the GCDC organization. Another factor in the modification of the strategy was the actual structure of 

                                                      

1
 GCDC is an organization whose aim is to accelerate the development and implementation of 

cooperative driving technologies. It does this by means of a bi-annual competition where international 
R&D teams from all over the world compete with their latest developments (Europe, Asia, America 
and Australia) 
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the teams. On one side, KTH decided to maintain the same team during the whole project (mainly 
composed of doctoral and master students). On the other side, Chalmers and Halmstad decided to 
rotate the resources by using two different sets of participants.  Each set belonged to a course whose 
aim was the design of a CDS prototype. This course ran during two terms, where the first group 
worked from September to December of 2010 and the second group from December to May 2011. 
The no continuity of the team from Chalmers and Halmstad with its different way of prioritizing the 
activities at hand for the GCDC workshops, made the task of gathering information for the analysis 
more difficult in comparison with the Scoop team.      

The following paragraphs provide a brief description of the methodology used during this study. 

1. Investigate the effects of carrying out a formal requirement specification stage within the 
engineering process. In this step, it was found that pre-studies highlight the importance of a 
formal specification of the requirements and the impact within the process engineering. 

2. Four questions that formalized (see 1.1) the purpose of this study were formulated 

3. Three functionalities of the Scoop were selected and formally specified during the 
requirement specification of the project.  

4. Requirement specification for Scoop. This activity was carried our following the approaches 
mentioned in sections 2.8 and 2.9. 

5. Analysis after the first acceptance test of the system. This analysis was focused in answering 
the question defined in the section 1.1 and evaluate negative and/or positive results in the 
project because of the formalization of the requirements.  

1.3 Case Description 

The intention of a CDS is to create an adaptive behaviour and harmonious driving of vehicles on the 
road, while at the same time solving problems related to accidents in dense traffic. Participating 
vehicles use a Cooperative Vehicle-Infrastructure System (CVIS) and an Advanced Driver Assistance 
System (ADAS). The former enables the vehicle to communicate with nearby vehicles (V2V) and 
receive information about the condition of the road environment (V2I) and the later are the auxiliary 
systems in a vehicle that intends to improve drive performance and increase safety  such avoiding 
collision system, GPS sensors etc. 

  

 

Figure 1. Cooperative driving, V2V and V2I communication 

In the end a CDS bring benefits such as improved traffic management, improved road safety, more 
efficient use of the road, a reduction of time lost in traffic jams, a reduction of CO2 emissions and a 
reduction of the overall fuel consumption. 

SCOOP will design and provide a prototype for a vehicle capable of participating in a competition with 
a CDS described in the 2011 GCDC Rulers. 
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1.4 Limitations 

The following can be considered as limitations: 

 The allocated time for the thesis was 20 weeks. This means that the analyses in this thesis 

will only take the time up to the first validation testing set. 

 The requirement specification only includes the functionality specified by GCDC. 

 The theoretical study as well as the practical work as part of Scoop was focused on 

requirements and corresponding tests at the system level, the rest of the phases of the V-

model such design, development, both unit-test and integral test activities were not 

contemplated as part of this study. 

1.5 Participating in SCOOP 

The SCOOP project was conformed as an interdisciplinary team. One of the responsibilities as a 
requirement analyst was interacting with all the members of the team and stakeholders with the 
purpose to identify the set of system requirements. During the specification requirement phase, some 
contributions to the SCOOP were to 

 Have a critical position with the aim of have a clear cross-functional definition of system 
requirement of the cooperative driving system. 

 Elaborate questions to the team members to validate that the design is according with the 
system requirement defined and specified and following the GCDC guidelines. 

 Organize meetings between the members of the team with the purpose that the team 
members unify and clarify concepts and terminology. 

 Create and consolidate the system requirement document of the project. 

 Validate the requirements definition and specification with the team members and 
stakeholders. 

 Provide a preliminary list of test cases. 

 Make to understand to the team members what implies a redefinition of system requirement  
from the point of view of development process, it is common that the team members sub-
estimated and based only in the coding phase and not contemplate other activities that a 
redefinition or late definition of a requirement involves.  

Sections 2.8 and 3.1.1, it is explained in detail how the requirement specification process was carried 
out in Scoop project. 

2 Theory 

2.1 Embedded system 

Embedded systems exist everywhere today; they are present in most household appliances, cars, 
industries, medical tools (1), etc. Most people probably depend on embedded systems in their daily 
lives. The definition of embedded systems used in this thesis is the following (found in (1)): 

“Embedded Systems are components integrating software and hardware jointly and 
specifically designed to provide given functionalities. These components may be 
used in many different types of applications, including transport (avionics, space, 
automotive, trains), electrical and electronic appliances (cameras, toys, television, 
washers, dryers, audio systems, cellular phones), power distribution, factory 
automation systems, etc.” 

2.2 Process development 

The V-Model (2) is used as a theoretical framework for the analyses carried out in this thesis. 
According to (3), it is an adequate approach for the analysis of embedded systems. This makes it a 
good development model for the car industry, given the fact that nowadays cars incorporate many 
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embedded systems.  In the development process stipulated by the V-Model each design and 
implementation stage has a corresponding validation activity. For instance, the first level in the V-
model (the Requirement Specifications phase) has the Acceptance Test activity as its validation 
activity (see Figure 2 V- Model, Development process ). 

 

 

Figure 2 V- Model, Development process (4) (3) 

Each stage delivers a set of documents that are used as an input to both the next development stage 
and to the corresponding validation activity. The arrows show the direction since each stage can also 
find points that need to be improved (defects) and provide feedback to the previous levels. 

 

 

Figure 3 Process development (3) 

In this thesis the focus is on the first level of development process (see Figure 3 Process development 
)  will be detailed outlined in section 2.8.   

2.3 Verification and validation 

Verification and validation V&V is defined as “the process of checking that a product, service, or 
system meets specifications and that it fulfils its intended purpose”. The definition of each of these 
terms are often are confused.  
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Verifying a system is ensuring that the system has been built correctly. The colloquial definition is “Are 
we building the system right“. (5) 

Validating a system is ensuring that the system does what it supposed to do and fulfils the actual 
needs of the stakeholders.  The colloquial definition is “Are we building the right system“ (5). 

In the context of requirements specification the V&V process is considered the way of measuring the 
correctness of the system. Where verifying the requirements is to check whether each requirement 
has been satisfied. The verification is done through inspections, modelling, simulations, analysis and 
expert review among other methods. Validating the requirements is to check whether the set of 
requirements is correct, complete and consistent (6). A model can be created and satisfy the 
requirements, thus a real world solution can be built and tested to prove that satisfies the 
requirements.  

The V&V has a high importance within the engineering field since helps in identifying and resolving 
problems at an early stage within the development process of a system. The use of formal methods 
during the requirement specification is a technique that facilitates the V&V process of the system by 
assessing the completeness and correctness of the requirements (7).  

2.4 Distribution of the cost 

One critical step when developing a dependable system
2
 is to understand and document the system 

requirements. A Gartner report (8) mentions that defects can be very costly, especially when they are 
detected late in the development process. 

The sooner a fault is revealed, the cheaper it is to correct it.  Included below are a table and a graph 
that illustrate the cost of finding a defect in relation to both time and cost 

 

  Time detected 

Time 
Introduced 

 Requirement  Architecture  Construction Testing Post 
release 

Requirement 1x 3x 5-10x 10x 10-100x 

Architecture  1x 10x 15x 20-100x 

Construction   1x 10x 10-25x 

Table 1 Cost of fixing defects depending on the stage of discovery (9) 

 

                                                      

2
 Dependable System term that refers to the system that is correct, reliable and safe. (16)   
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Figure 4. Industry standard cost ratio for solving a defect (9) 

2.5 Hardware decisions influence the cost of the project  

An embedded system, as defined in section 2.1, involves hardware components. Changing hardware 
once it has been manufactured is often a costly and time-consuming process. This means that once 
the decision about which hardware to use is taken, the flexibility of the system decreases. The 
requirements are limited by the hardware specification. 

Correct decisions regarding hardware are thus more likely to bring down the total cost of defects on 
the project, in comparison to software, which more easily permits workarounds and changes. 

2.6 Formal languages  

Several different kinds of artifacts can be created to model different aspects of the project across the 
complete design flow, from requirements to production. Each artifact describes the system from a 
different point of view. However, none of them covers all aspects. For this reason, the specification 
of an embedded system is based on multiple views (10) (3). 

This section focuses on the description of some the specification languages and models that help to 
provide a formalized representation of requirements. The use of a formalized representation allows us 
to (10): 

 provide an efficient and  effective communication between the user, the requirement 
engineer and the designer/constructor  

 help removing ambiguity and improving  precision in  the specification of a system 

Specification languages are classified as informal, formal and semi-formal (11) (7) in the computer 
science sense. The formal languages have the advantages of eliminating ambiguity during 
specification and ensuring that a given design and/or implementation of a system fulfils a given set of 
requirements.  

 Informal languages use a combination of graphics and semiformal textual grammars to 
describe and specify the requirements. Those specification languages tend to be imprecise 
and ambiguous. There is always a possibility that the users, requirements engineers and 
designers/constructors will each have their separate understanding of the specification.  An 
example of an informal language is the English language (12). 

 Formal languages must have a notation based on mathematical concepts. Examples are 
state charts and sequence charts.  

 Semiformal languages require representation in a „restricted syntax‟ language.  This can be a 
natural language with restrictions placed on sentence structure and keywords. Examples of 
semi-formal languages are graphical languages like UML and SysML.  
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For this document, the group formal language refers to semi-formal and formal languages, which are 
computer readable, It means that the models created with this languages can be designed, 
implemented for software components. 

Category Representation 

Mode Language / Syntaxes 
Semantics 

Diagram  Text 

Informal  Natural Language Block Diagrams Plain Text 

Structure Natural Language  Templates 
Patterns of plain text 

Semi-formal Formal syntax/ informal 
semantics 

UML 
SysML 

 

Formal  Formal Language  
(semantics and syntax) 

State Chart 
Live sequence charts 
Timed automata 
Mathematical notation 
models 

Z 
B 
Alloy 
SCR- software cost 
reduction 

Table 2 Some examples of specification languages (11)  

2.7 Start using formal specification is not that simple 

The use of formal methods are not sim ple to start using it. Following some of the reason expressed 
by Heitmeyer, Bowen (5), and some reasons discussed in some panels about requirements 
technology transfer: 

 The necessity of training,  the application of formal methods requires discrete math skills, 
and a level of knowledge of how FM can be applied for specify the requirements.  

 Formal methods take time, which implies that the organization need to assign time, and 
resources. 

 It is need to evaluate tools that facilitate  the use of formal methods, some tools are 
awkward and buggy. 

 Tight schedules for the projects which create the feeling that there is no time in the 
project to use a new schema. The pressure of generate sooner results which means that 
the requirement phase receive the least attention in some cases is intentionally omitted 
(13). 

 The need to have an expert. It is recommendable have at least one expert of using 
formal methods. The knowledge in formal method does not guarantee that the formal 
method can be effectively applied. There are some criteria which are acquired as a result 
of a  learning trajectory  such as what is the right model and what is it the right 
abstraction level as well as what is  important to model and what is not. 

 

2.8 Requirement specification process 

The requirements specification process is the first stage in the V-Model Development Process. This 
stage involves a group of tasks (2) (7), namely Boundary Definition, Stakeholder Identification, 
Requirements Elicitation, Requirements Analysis, Requirements Specification and Requirements 
Validation. Elicitation, analysis, specification and validation of requirements are part of an iterative 
process (13), see Figure 5.  
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Figure 5 Requirements and specification process 

Some of the roles involved within the requirements process are the User, the Requirements Engineer, 
and the Designer/Constructor. During the initial iterations the requirement engineer interacts with  the  
user  to  produce  an  abstract  representation  (descriptive model)  of  the  required  system. This 
model is subjective and depends on the perceptions of the participants. During the subsequent 
iterations specifications initially described in informal languages should be translated into formal or 
semiformal specification languages, so that level of formality increases. 

Boundary definition 

This activity consists of defining the boundaries of the item to be developed, to separate the things 
that are applicable to it from those areas that are out of scope. (14) 

Stakeholder identification  

This activity consists of identifying all the persons, groups and organizations which could influence or 
be influenced by the system directly or indirectly, for example end-users, engineers, business 
managers, experts, governmental institutions, etc. 

Requirement elicitation 

n this activity information on the item to be developed is collected from different sources, for example 
through meetings with stakeholders, analysis of current systems, project documents, etc. 

Requirement analysis 

In this activity engineers work with users or stakeholders to find out exactly what the system should do 
(14) (15). Some of the tasks that requirements analysis involves are: 

 To break down the complexity of the complete system into manageable parts 

 To identify common requirements between stakeholders 

 To identify requirements in conflict  
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 To identify political factors that influence the requirements 

 To classify and prioritize requirements  

 To identify requirements constraints 

Requirement specification  

The purpose of this task is record the system requirements. Some of the tasks that requirements 
specification involves are: 

 To choose the specification language to specify the requirements (formal, informal, semi-formal),  

 To identify the documentation procedures   

Requirement validation  

This activity ensures that the requirements (and the representation method used for specifying them) 
are comprehensible and fulfil the needs of the system and stakeholders. The requirements are 
validated according to the following criteria (16): 

 Unambiguous: it  means that the requirement is clearly written and readable   

 Correct: it refers to the property that the requirement satisfies the stakeholders and customer 
expectation of the system.  

 Complete: It refers to ensure that all of the information required for problem definition is found 
within the specification.  

 Consistent: it refers to situations where a specification contains no internal contradictions. 

2.9 Model-driven requirement specification 

Model-driven methods for requirements specification support the construction of different models that 
design the system behaviour.  However, in order to show the requirements of the target  solution 
different models must be composed to help to understand and communicate to the users,  managers, 
testers and programmers the intended structure and behaviour of the new system  to be implemented 
[b]. 

This approach is focuses in identifying five basic modelling views:  

1. scenario views (models of the use processes and scenarios),  

2. structural views (environment model, system boundaries, function hierarchy),  

3. interaction views,  

4. data views and 

5. behavioural views.  

These views are mapped by using available standards for creating metamodels and model 
transformations such as Meta-Object Facility (OMG, 2009a).  

Similarly, SysML (17) (18) (19) requirement and use-case diagrams can be used for representing 
functional requirements as well as Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE) (20). 

One of the main advantages of use-cases is that user requirements are graphically modelled, their 
relationships are explicitly mapped, and system decomposition is considered in the early system 
development activities. Use-cases  facilitate the identification of  actors provide information about of 
the context and their relation (17). 

Other  graphs such as sequence diagrams, flow charts, state charts are useful because provided 
more detailed information about the structure, how are the interaction between the components  
allowing of the behaviour of the system. (19) 

The incorporation of simulation models is considered useful during the requirement specification 
phase since it aids with the validation of the behaviour and interactions of the system. It also provides 
credibility on the system, exemplifies its usability and demonstrates the feasibility of the solution, thus 
adding value to the client.(21). A rapid prototyping of the system is useful in the identification of areas 
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which are vague or which have not been fully worked out, also allowing the validation of user-centred 
models against requirements. 

2.10 Validation & Verification process 

The acceptance tests are the V&V activity corresponding to the requirements specification phase in 
the V-model development process (see Figure 3 Process development . These tests are executed by 
the user to validate if the system meets the specified requirements. 

At this level one of the techniques used is the Black Box test, where the system is tested to show 
adequate responses to input applied to the system. The term “Black Box” is used because the system 
is treated as a black box, where nothing of the internal implementation is taken into account. The user 
only validates that the input to the system produces the expected output. 

The main steps done to prepare the tests to be executed are: 

 The requirement and specifications of the system are examined. 

 The tester identifies the different scenarios. If the list of scenarios is too long the tester can 
define criteria that allow the identification of the most important scenarios. 

 The tester defines criteria for the selection of the tests. 

 For each scenario the tester identifies the inputs. Valid input and invalid input are considered. 

 The tester determines expected outputs for all inputs. 

 The tester constructs test cases with the selected inputs. 

 The tests are prepared (resources, hardware software etc.). 

 The tests are executed.  

 The tester compares the actual output with the expected output. 

There are many types of Black Box testing, but the following are the most common ones: 

Functional testing: The functional requirements of the system are verified. 

Non-functional testing: Non-functional requirements such as requirements on performance, scalability, 
usability, etc., are verified. 

Regression testing: The system is tested after code corrections, upgrades, system maintenance, etc., 
so the changes have not affected the system in a negative way (i.e. that the previously verified 
requirements are still possible to verify). 

3    Results 

This section contains the results of the requirement process, test definition and V&V process carried 
out during the SCOOP project (activities that correspond to the first level of the V-Model as described 
in section 2.2). The approach used for the requirement specification process is described in sections 
2.6 and 2.8, the approach used for the test definition and acceptance test is described in section 2.9  

3.1 Requirements specification 

The documents resulting from the requirement specification are:  

 The System General Context Graph, see Appendix A, which corresponds to the boundary 
definition of the system. It shows, at a high level, the main functionality that the system should 
deliver to be able to participate in the 2011 GCDC competition. This graph is the result of 
investigating and understanding what a CDS is, which the main elements involved are and 
what this means in the context of the GCDC competition.  This primary step was an important 
analysis necessary to define the problem statement of the SCOOP project. 

 The System Context Diagram, see Appendix B  , which corresponds to the stakeholder 
identification activity. It shows how the Scoop project is relates to its stakeholders. This graph 
visualizes the magnitude of the project for Scania/KTH and also it shows how the three 
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Swedish teams KTH, Halmstad and Chalmers are collaborating, coordinated by the Victoria 
Institute, to participate in the 20111 GCDC competition. 

 A Set of Requirements Specification Documents, see Appendix C   which correspond to the 
result of the iterative process of elicitation, analysis, specification and validation of the 
requirements.  

In the SCOOP project the complexity was initially broken down using an informal language. 
Subsequent iterations of the analysis were done in more detail, using semi-formal and formal 
languages. Therefore the process towards representing the requirements in a formal way used in 
SCOOP was one of specifying the requirements using an informal language and then transforming it 
to formal or semi-formal languages. The transition process of using an informal to a formal 
specification of the requirements, it was denominated as a Formalization see Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 Iterations towards representing the requirements in a formal way 

The aim of this process was to define the requirement with Clarity
3
, Completeness, Consistency and 

Correctness. This was achieved by the questions that emerged when the requirements were 
transformed into a formal language, questions that highlighted in which way the requirements were 
not clear, complete, or consistent. The search for answers to these questions also identified new 
requirements on necessary conditions or restrictions on the SCOOP functionality. (i.e. parameters that 
the system should incorporate in the Design and Implementation phases)   

Appendix C3 gives examples on functionality represented through different formal representations, 
mentioned in section 2.6, such as Unified Modelling Language (UML5), SysML and mathematical 
notations. The functionality is: 

 Joining a platoon: Functionality defined by using use case diagrams, sequence diagrams, 
flow charts, a state machine diagram and mathematical notation (see appendix  C3.1) 

 State machine of the CDS: Functionality defined by using state machine diagrams (see 
appendix C3.2).  

 Braking response of the vehicle: Functionality defined by using mathematical notations (see 
appendix  C3.3).  

                                                      

3
 Clarity refers to the property of a requirement that is free of ambiguity. 
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3.1.1 Results – The Communication Process 

The SCOOP project was formed using an interdisciplinary team. The diversity of experience and 
background of the project members meant that the GCDC rules and the requirements of the system 
were subject to a variety of interpretations. This generated, in some circumstances, mismatch 
problems during the requirement specification process.  This was why it was important to use 
mechanisms and artifacts which facilitate the communication among project members and keep the 
process of defining the formalized requirements free of ambiguity. A mechanism used for interaction 
between the team members was pair and group meetings (see Figure 7 How the requirements 
process was carried out in Scoop), another was brainstorm sessions. The brainstorm sessions were 
used both to discuss and come to an understanding of and to identify and define system 
requirements. However, the usefulness, or importance of the brainstorm sessions were not 
recognized among project members, and in some cases even considered a waste of time. Therefore 
pair sessions were adopted instead. 

 

Figure 7 How the requirements process was carried out in Scoop 

An example of how the specification process helped to clarify mismatches and ambiguity in the 
understanding of the system was the specification of the state machine of the cooperative driving. 
During the process of defining the state machine, the team identified three possible alternatives for 
managing the states of the cooperative driving. These three alternatives actually highlighted the 
different perspectives of the team members. Due to the formal specification, the ambiguity in the 
understanding of the system in regard to each state were identified and removed during the 
requirements analysis. In the end one of the three alternatives was agreed on. 

Block diagrams were used as an initial way of representing the system. Experience shows that they 
were an effective means of communication, since they can be understood easily and quickly if they 
were appropriately prepared. Later, for some of the requirements of the system, they were replaced 
with artifacts using a formal representation. 

3.1.2 Results – Impact of the redefinition of a requirement at an early stage  

The cost of redefining a requirement in the requirement phase is minimal in comparison with a 
redefinition at a later stage in the project have been demonstrated in previous studies as was 
mentioned in section 2.4. One example of this from the SCOOP project is the state machine of the 
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CDS, which was redefined early in the project. The cost of redefining the state machine was 16 man-
hours (see Table 3 for further detailed information).  

Activity  Hours  Persons  Total hours  

States specification for the WSU 4 2 8 

State specification for the ECU 4 1 4 

Update document  4 1 4 

Total Hours   (A)   16 

Table 3 Cost of the redefinition of state machine for CDS at an early stage 

 

 Activity  Hours  Persons  Total hours  

Analysis – Design   20 

Analysis –Design 4 4  

Distribution of work 1 4  

Coding    38 

Supervisor 4 1  

CAN 2 1  

Estimator 16 1  

ECU 16 1  

Testing Unit   19 

Supervisor 2 1  

CAN 1 1  

Estimator 8 1  

ECU 8 1  

System Test   28 

Planning Test 2 2  

Testing  8 3  

Total man hours ( B)   105 

Table 4 Estimation of the cost of redefining the state machine for the CDS in a later stage 

Table 4 shows, as a comparison, an estimation of the cost for a redefinition of the state machine at 
later stages of the development process. The estimation was provided for each team member of the 
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project. The estimation considering that each component affected should go through of impact of 
analysis, redesign, modifying of the code and testing needed to guarantee the acceptability of the 
system. 

We can conclude that the cost of redefining this requirement at an early stage is minimal in 
comparison with the cost if it would have been redefined at a later stage, were it could be as much as 
6.5 times higher. 

3.1.3 Result – Impact of the redefinition of a requirement at a late stage  

In contrast to the example in the previous section, the cost of redefining a requirement at a late stage 
is shown in this section.  Table 5 shows the calculated

4
 time needed for incorporating a new wireless 

communication requirement to the system, something which was required by GCDC in a late stage. It 
affected the initial hardware decision (it confirms assertion made in section 2.5) and the 
implementation of some modules in the system. Some of the modules actually needed to be totally 
rebuilt. 

 

Activity  Days Persons  Total days  

Hardware – Problem    

Analysis, trying to modify Denso Box and fix new WSU  Box 35 1 35 

Wifi- Communication    

Analysis, design and coding the new version 26.75 1 26.75 

Testing using WSU Box 3 3 9 

Testing using WSU Box 3 3 9 

CAN    

Analysis, coding a testing the new CAN component 20 1 20 

GPS    

Analysis, coding and testing  3 1 3 

Total days affected   102.75 

Total man- hours     822 

Table 5 Conservative calculation of the time used to implement a new wireless communication 
requirement, which was received at a late stage in the development process. 

3.1.4 Results – Definition of a requirement using an informal representation 

Some requirements were defined using a natural language. It was assumed that all members of the 
project had the same interpretation of them. The following is an example of such a requirement: 

                                                      

4
 Time calculated by team members of the project, Dennis Sundman; Sagar Behere and Simons 

Petterson. 

 

https://webmail.kth.se/owa/?ae=Item&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAAAABIYrdM2b7NR7jOF9lISHp1BwCGksVZ9PHPQbDvMCuuWHPFAAAHSoCBAABxDWKtFtf0TbtAzwFayrUeAAAD7vgNAAAJ
https://webmail.kth.se/owa/?ae=Item&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAAAABIYrdM2b7NR7jOF9lISHp1BwCGksVZ9PHPQbDvMCuuWHPFAAAHSoCBAABxDWKtFtf0TbtAzwFayrUeAAAD7vgNAAAJ
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“The CDS should get information from the GPS such as position, speed, heading” 

The definition of the requirement seems simple, complete and possible to understand without 
complexity. During the validation process the requirement was approved without any problem. 

However at a later stage, while testing, a defect was detected. The heading was not available when 
the vehicle was at a standstill. In fact, a more complete text requirement could be specified thus: 

“The CDS should get information about position, speed, heading. When the vehicle is moving and 
when the vehicle at standstill” 

It is normal that the team did not know all the conditions that could influence the system at the start of 
the requirement process. However, when the requirement was defined using an informal 
representation the team did also not have an adequate opportunity to reflect and identify these 
conditions. 

Part of the process of defining a requirement in a formal representation is to take the time to analyse 
and identify the best way of representing the requirement. This process gives the opportunity to 
eliminate assumptions and detect additional conditions and requirements that could affect the system 
during the implementation or validation.  The time used to formalize the requirement is less than the 
number of the iterations that would be needed to get the simulation right from an informal 
requirement.  

3.1.5 Results – Definition of a requirement using a formal representation 

For the requirements that were defined using a formal representation the validation process of the 
requirements were simpler: 

The definition of the states of the CDS was made using state machine graphs as a formal 
representation mentioned in section 2.6 (see appendixes C3.2.2 and C3.2.3). The benefits were: 

 It facilitated the agreement between the team members concerning a unified perspective on 
the CDS states and transitions. 

 It facilitated the validation of the conditions that were needed for each state. 

 It facilitated the identification of all transitions that were needed  

 It facilitated validating that all conditions and components had been taken into account and 
the detection of any missing elements (the later occurred and gave rise to a redefinition of the 
state machine).  

 It facilitated the creation of a simulation model to validate the correctness of all transitions of 
the state machine (see Figure 8). Simulation was useful for the generation and execution 
automatically the  test-cases, which facilitate to identify bugs and corrected. 

 It allowed that the number of iterations to get the simulation right was not extensive.  
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Figure 8. Example of specification of the states of the CDS using formal methods 

Use-case diagrams were used during the analysis stage. These diagrams helped the analysis 
process in the identification of different functionalities that the system should implement as part of the 
final product, Appendix C1 shows an abstraction level, at which the CDS is a unit, and a second level 
at which each CDS component is a unit. 

Additional diagrams were used for the specification of the “Join and split the platoon” requirement, 
namely Block Diagrams, Use Case Diagrams, State Machine Diagrams, Flow Charts, Sequence 
Diagrams and Mathematical Notation (see C2.3 and C3.1). Joakim Kjellberg (23) confirms in his 
report that he based the design of the control on the flow chart from Appendix C3.1.5. This graph was 
translated into a state machine in Simulink, Stateflow. The purpose of the Simulink model was to 
validate if all the transitions of the states were taken into account in the requirement specification, or if 
it was necessary to update it.   

Factors that influenced the favourable implementation of the control system were: 

 The developers were involved in the process of defining the requirements using a formal 
representation. The formal representation allowed the team members to speak in the same 
language, using the same terminology. 

 The requirements, which were formalized, the team had to invest more time with the purpose 
to eliminate doubt; concepts that allowed have a more complete specification of the 
requirement. 

 The use of structural and behavioural diagrams allowed finding omissions and ambiguities in 
the requirements. The validation of the requirements could also be easier thorough.  

 Making the process of defining the requirements using a formal representation iterative 
allowed breaking down the complexity and identifying new conditions. 

 Defining the use-cases facilitated the definition of the test cases. A Test Case became a List 
of Use Cases with specific details about function, design and possible scenarios.  
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 Members of the team had an active participation by providing feedback on the validation of 
the formalization of the requirements, thus facilitating the detection of inconsistencies in the 
requirements specification.  

3.2 Results – Test Case Definition  

The definition of the Acceptance Test was initiated as soon as the requirement definition was 
finalized. The result was a list of the test cases, with a corresponding set of conditions and variables 
under which the CDS should be tested to determine if it is working correctly. The document of the test 
definition of the cooperative driving (24) contains the detailed list of test cases that allows validating 
the functionality of the system. The tests followed the black box approach, see Section 2.9 for more 
details in this regard.  

The requirements that used a formal representation provided detailed information that in turn 
facilitated the corresponding test cases definition. Each of the formal representation diagrams 
provided a series of benefits, some of these were: 

 State machine graphs provided information on which components are necessary to involve 
and manipulate for each test scenario (see Appendix C3.2.3 , (24) and Appendix D). 

 Flow chart diagrams identified conditions and expected results (see Appendix C3.1.5). 

 Use case diagrams gave the starting points for carrying out the test case definition (see 
Appendix C2.4.1, C2.3.2 and C3.1.4).  

3.3 Result – Validation & Verification Process 

Some Acceptance Tests were planned to be performed in Gothenburg in cooperation with the other 
two Swedish teams from Halmstad and Chalmers universities. However, only the communication 
component could be partially tested there, since the components responsible for transmitting 
information from the communication component to the control system were not finished on time. This 
was the main reason for the platoon functionality of the control system not being tested. However, it 
successfully tested as an independent module. This is described in the document “Implementing 
control algorithms for platooning based on V2V communication” (23).  

3.3.1 Result – Testing process of a the Control Framework   

The control system ECU was subdivided into two levels: the Controller Strategy and the Controller 
Framework. The controller strategy designed by Elin Ståklinga and the controller framework designed 
and implemented by Joakim Kjellberg. 

The verification process of the controller framework was made progressively by using both 
simulations and testing of the truck (23).The result of the simulation and tests helped the validation of 
the requirements definition, improve the verification of the requirements and improve the final 
implementation.  

These artifacts were the input for the design, implementation and verification of the controller 
framework: 

 A definition of the platoon using a formal representation allowed identification of the most 
important variables of the platoon. Its formal representation unified the understanding of the 
platoon between the members of the team. 

 Sequence Diagrams provide the interaction between the components while a join-request 
action occur. These facilitated the clarification of the interface between the ECU and WSU. 

 Flow charts, which clarified the decision process needed to request a join. 

 State Flow Charts, which showed the transitions that are executed during the join-request  

 Requirements and test cases facilitate to identify the progressive implementation and testing 
of the different functionalities. This process is described by Joakim Kjellberg in his document 
(23) 
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4 Discussions  

The aim of this thesis is to identify how the methods of representing the requirements, whether formal 
or informal, influences some of the subsequent development phases. More specifically, this thesis is 
focused on answering the following questions: 

(a) Are there measurable benefits to using a formal way of representing requirements? 

To answer this question it was necessary to determine if there are any benefits to using a formal 
representation. The results in section 3.1.5 show that the use of a formal representation facilitated the 
task of validating the requirements in terms of correctness and completeness by allowing error 
detection at an earlier stage of the process, during the requirement definition. Specifically, formal 
representations helped to: 

 Improve the communication between team members, which facilitated the teamwork towards 
coming to an agreement on the states, components and the impact of the transitions.  

 Eliminate ambiguity in the definition of the states; ambiguity that could have resulted in 
defects. 

 Facilitate the building of state machine graphs, which make easier the detection of missing 
elements and the validation of whether all conditions and components have been considered. 

In contrast, while the validation process of an informal requirement can seem simple, it can easily fail 
in specifying the requirement completely and correctly. It is shown in section 3.1.4.  

The results from this project also show that there is a measurable benefit (calculated here in terms of 
man-hours) to using a formal representation of the requirements. The estimation in section 3.1.2  
confirms that the schedule of the project was impacted to a lesser degree when the requirement was 
complete and correct defined at the requirement phase.  

Section 3.1.3 shows the opposite case, when a new requirement was defined at a late stage of the 
development process. The time impact was calculated to approximately 822 hours man-hours 
(equivalent to 103 man-days).  

In summary formal requirements facilitated the validation process of completeness and correctness of 
the requirements. Formal specification helps detecting errors earlier in the engineering process of the 
project. 

(b) Will a formalized way of representing requirements affect the validation test definition 
favourably? 

The SCOOP test case definition process benefitted from the use of a formal representation of 
requirements due to: 

 It provided a better planning derived from the different artefacts or tools used during the 
definition process (as shown in section 3.1.2). 

 It provided important information about the key conditions and scenarios necessary to be 
tested on the system (as mentioned in section 3.2). 

 It facilitated the identification of the expected response of the system to the given conditions 
(as mentioned in section 3.2).  

 It gave a starting point for defining the test cases (see section 3.2). 

The results confirm that a formal representation of requirements can provide reasonable information 
to start the definition of test cases and the identification of clear inputs and expected responses of the 
system for each test case. The test definition could be started as soon as the requirements 
specifications were finalized, i.e. at an early stage of the process. 

(c) Will a formalized way of representing requirements affect the validation tests favourably? 

The acceptance test could not be performed satisfactorily, since the system was not completely 
implemented when the field tests were carried out. Therefore, it is impossible to confirm with certainty 
if the acceptance test benefitted from the use of formal representations when defining the 
requirements. 
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However, other results can give us an idea on how some diagrams could help the execution of the 
unit tests of a component. The most obvious case concerned the sequence diagrams that provided 
detailed information about the functionality and interaction of the components when the system 
performs a join-request (see section 3.3.1). This information helped the definition of interfaces so that 
the ECU component could be unit tested in isolation (with the purpose of having a smooth integration 
when all the components were finished and assembled). 

(d) Will any improvements to the validation tests through formalizing the requirements also 
affect the requirement process in a positive way? 

Section 3.1.5 details how a formal specification could easily be transformed into a simulation, which 
could be compared with the behaviour of the actual implementation. This provided an early feedback 
on the correctness and completeness of the requirement specification, and therefore on the teams 
understanding of the item under development and its environment.  

This easy transformation indicates that the time of implementation of a formal specification take less 
time than the time of writing and informal requirement and the additional iterations needed in the 
simulations to get a right implementation. 

*** 

Discussion over  the method used 

After finalized the study, some improvements to method used could be included in the case of the 
project could started again. Gathering more information during the specification process that would 
have more quantitative results. To do that would need to identify and coordinate the extra information 
to be registered and collected by the team members during the validation of the requirement process; 
below some of the examples of the possible extra information to be recollected. 

 Register the reason why an informal requirement needs to clarified, such as an ambiguity, 
incompleteness. 

 The number iterations that both formal and informal requirement need to by simulated to 
obtain the expected result.  

 The number the defects that were detected in the first simulation for both formal and informal 
requirement specification 

 To have a complete solution development solution for the first acceptance test could be more 
information  

Another alternative to analyse the results by implementing two versions of the same subsystem within 
Scoop team, for example two version of the Control System. One version based on informal 
requirements specification and the other based on formal requirement specification. The analysis of 
the system could be done after the first integration test and after the first acceptance test of the 
system by looking at the number of defects that each version generate to the entire system.   

5 Conclusions 

The results presented in this thesis confirm that using a formal representation for the project 
requirements influence the requirements specification process positively. Benefits were also observed 
in the definition of the validation tests to be carried out in the project. 

(a) Are there measurable benefits to using a formal way of representing requirements? 

The results indicate that errors can be found earlier when using a formal representation of the 
requirements, since this to a higher degree ensures a correct and complete specification of the 
requirements. Formal requirement help to: 

 improve the communication between project members, which facilitates a teamwork towards 
coming to an agreement on the states, components and the impact of the transitions.  

 eliminate ambiguity in requirement definitions, ambiguity that could cause defects. 

 facilitate the identification of missing conditions and elements in the requirements. 
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 unify the understanding of the requirements between Users, Requirements Engineers, and 
Designers/Constructors. 

Those benefits can be measurement in term how man-hours that the project could be impacted by 
using formal specification of the requirement for completeness and correctness in contrast of the time 
in term of man-hours that it is need do it later on the engineering process.  

(b) Will a formalized way of representing requirements affect the validation test definition 
favourably? 

A formal requirement specification facilitates the planning of the definition of test cases. It also 
provides adequate and clear information about the system, thus facilitating the identification of key 
conditions, scenarios and expected responses for each test case. 

(c) Will a formalized way of representing requirements affect the validation tests favourably? 

Even though, that this question could not confirmed in this study, the sequence diagrams are an 
example of how formal representations provide some benefits during the validation testing by 
facilitating the understanding of how the components should interact 

(d) Will any improvements to the validation tests through formalizing the requirements also 
affect the requirement process in a positive way? 

Using a formal representation can facilitate detection of detects at an early stage, since it can facilitate 
the creation of simulation models. 

6 Further work   

It is common that a project team does not realize the real importance of the formal requirement 
specification. Sometimes a project team is anxious to achieve something quickly without validating 
that it fits with the purpose of the system. It is essential that the team, and especially the leaders of 
the project understand a chain of benefits as result of the formalization of the requirements. To 
provide more instruments to the leaders of an organization a future work can be focus on:  

 Evaluating if the use of simulations as complement to the formal requirement specification 
take less time than defining an informal requirement along with the additional iterations 
needed in the simulations to get  the right final  implementation. 

 Identifying mechanisms that allow evaluating how the communication of a team is improved 
as a cause of the formalization process of the requirement.  
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Appendix  

A   System general context overview 
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B   System context diagram 
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C   Formalization Process 

C1  Abstract level 1 of the cooperative driving system (CDS) 

C1.1 Informal language  

 

 

 

 Suitcase

CAN BOX
ECU WSU

Wifi Communication

RED CAN BUS

GPS

ESTIMATOR
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C1.2 Use case diagram: Level 1 

 

 

User perspective: States of the system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Architecture perspective 
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C1.3 Class Diagram  

The following identify some of the hardware components that involve the CDS. 
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C2  Use case diagram level 2: breaking complexity 

C2.1 Wifi Communication   
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C2.2 Estimator   
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C2.3 Control system   

C2.3.1 Active control system 
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C2.3.2 Deactivate control system 
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C2.3.3 Simulation of deactivation of the system  

 

 

 

Data result of the implementation process of control system.
5
 (23) 

  

                                                      

5
 Graph provided by Joakim Kjellberg, team member of the SCOOP project. 
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C2.4 Supervisor 

This module was called initially called Architecture but its name was changed as a supervisor   

C2.4.1  Start up the CDS system 

 

 

C2.4.2  Degradation mode of the CDS system  

This requirement is detailed in the Appendixes  C3.2.3 and C3.4.                     
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C3  Specific functionalities 

C3.1   Join- Request requirement  

The following text is was token from of join a platoon requirement document  : 

C3.1.1  Informal language 

Platoon consists of group of vehicles such as trucks, busses and cars, where one vehicle is the leader 
named as a platoon leader (PL), and the following vehicles are the named as a follower (FV). The 
vehicles are under automated longitudinal control, where each vehicle must also be equipped with a 
local control system and a specialized communication system that allow interconnects the vehicles to 
get a global control of the platoon. The drive should take the control of the vehicle in a controlled and 
unexpected event. 

The following list are uses cases  defined for the SCOOP project based on the GDCD requirements is 
which is focused to automated longitudinal control for that reason the use case are delimited to join 
the platoon from the rear the other alternatives are not contemplated for GCDC. The use-cases are:  

Create Platoon 

Join Platoon from rear 

Leave Platoon 

Maintain Platoon 

C3.1.1 Use case CDS 
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C3.1.2  Mathematical notation of platoon definition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Platoon is consists of group of vehicles Mn, which are  under automated longitudinal control, where 
each vehicle must also be equipped with a local control system and a specialized communication 
system that allow interconnects the vehicles to get a global control of the platoon. 

                              

                                               

   Platoon Leader 

    First follower vehicle on the platoon  

     Vehicle ahead 

   Our Vehicle  

   1  Vehicle behind 

   Last Vehicle in the platoon, where    is the maximum number of the vehicles for a 

stable platoon. 

Those are some variables involve in the platoon 

   It is the absolute speed of vehicle i 

 i Absolute position of vehicle i 

 i Acceleration of the vehicle i 

 Variables  

 Conditions 

 Platoon definition  

 Clarity  
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 i It is the length of the vehicle i 

                    : Headway distance, relative distance 

Sd.min                                                                                  Minimum desire Vehicle separation or minimum relative distance to vehicle ahead  

Sd.min =So + ti.min Vi 

Sd.max Maximum desire Vehicle separation or maximum relative distance to the vehicle 
ahead   

Sd.max =So + ti.max Vi 

   Headway time (it is a value that depend on the level of the accuracy about the 
vehicle information) 

So Intra platoon distance at standstill, it is provided by GCDC 

Vi,i-1-rel Relative velocity Vi-1 – Vi 

VPi Preferred velocity for vehicle i 

C3.1.3  Platoon safe parameters 

   x Maximum speed limit  

     Maxima acceleration allow for vehicles in the platoon [1.5 – 2.0]m/s^2 

       Minimum acceleration allow for vehicles in the platoon[-4.5 – -4.0] m/s^2 

   Join penalty time, this period of time that the vehicle cannot split a platoon after it 

has been received the accept request message.  

  Maximum number of vehicles in a Platoon 

   Join distance (meters)   
         

        

   Split distance (meters)                    

TOW Timeout of window, time limit for receiving acceptance message  to the join request 

= 3seg 
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C3.1.4  Use Cases- Platoon logic 
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This other way of representing a use case: 

Create Platoon  It when the CDS is started and the vehicle are a PPV, then it analyzes the 
surrounding and identifies that it becomes a leader PL. 

If the sensor does not detect any vehicle ahead, it automatically creates its 
own platoon.   

Alternative 1. Split a platoon: based in the    Split distance parameter : 

Where                   

Conditions:  

(1) There is not vehicle ahead  

(2) The headway distance with the vehicle ahead is higher the desire join 
distance and it is increasing considerably because the speed of the 
vehicle ahead is over our speed   
       > Dj and[ (Vi-1>       )  

Alternative 2. Split a platoon: based in the    Split distance parameter and 
adding a join penalty time for split : 

Where                   

Conditions:  

(1) There is not vehicle ahead  

(2) The headway distance with the vehicle ahead is higher the desire join 
distance and it is increasing considerably because the speed of the 
vehicle ahead is over the our speed limit   
       > Dj and[ (Vi-1>   ) ] 

(3) The Join penalty time is over.  

Join Platoon The join are invoked  when: 

Conditions: 

(1) The vehicle is a PL and detect that there is a vehicle ahead in the range 
of Join distance    

        Dj  

(2) The vehicle start the CDS and detect that there is a vehicle a head 
according with the condition  (1) 

(3) The vehicle is follower and detect that the Platoon ID of the car ahead is 
different from its platoon ID and the distance of join is according with the 
condition (1) 

Leave Platoon In the case that the CDS are in fail mode the system should inform to 
platoon vehicles that it is going to leave the platoon.  

Maintain Platoon It should allow setting up and maintaining the global parameters that 
influence a platoon. Range of acceleration and deceleration, and maxima 
speed limit.etc. Parameters defined in the section 1.1.1. 

As a leader, it should maintain the maximum number of the vehicles in the 
platoon to keep it stable. (E.g. the platoon should not have more than 8 
follower).For GCDC competition this value should be neglected. 

Accepting requests if the vehicle is a leader  and denies it if it is  not leader 
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C3.1.5  Flow chart join to platoon  
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C3.1.6 Sequence diagram  

(a) Join to the platoon ahead 
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(b) Join to the platoon, traffic light turn to red 
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(c) Join to the platoon, when detect that the platoon Leader has 
join to other platoon ahead. 
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C3.2  States of the system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simulink 

 Correct  
 Complete 
 Unambiguous  
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C3.2.1 State machine graph 
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C3.2.2  State machine of CDS version 1 

 

(a)  Informal Language 

The CDS system should has different levels of operation.  

The different status should be providing to the driver how the system is working. The components that 
were taken in consideration to define the different status are the Estimator, the CAN Box and Wifi 
communications as it is showed in the following graph.  

 

 Suitcase

CAN BOX
ECU WSU

Wifi Communication

RED CAN BUS

GPS

ESTIMATOR

 

 

 

 State = 1 State =0 

Control System (ECU) Automatic driving Manual driving 

CAN Box Working Not Working if Packet loss > 
200ms 

GPS Working  Not Working 

Estimator Working Not Working 

WIFI Communication Working  Not Working 

 

Component Description 

Control System 
(ECU) 

It is located in the ECU box and it is in charge to define what is the next action 
(accelerate/decelerate, keep the speed) of the vehicle according whit the platoon 
situation.   

It reports the status 0 when the driver brakes or accelerates.  

 

CAN Box It a communication channel that is used to send and receive information from/to 
Control system ECU and WSU 

If a failure in the CAN BOX is identifies it takes the value 0.   

It the number of packet loss is >200 it shall be consider as not working 
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Component Description 

 

GPS Dispositive that provide the coordinates of the vehicle, and other information about the 
vehicle. 

Estimator It refers to the component that is in charge to estimate the state of the vehicle, this 
information it is required to be sent to other vehicles in the platoon through Wifi 
communication and to be sent to the control system to identify how the vehicle should 
be driven. 

The estimator when is initialized for first time, the GPS must be working to get 
the initial position of the vehicle, in the case that the GPS is not working the 
Estimator status shall be not working (state=0). 

WIFI 
Communication 

it is the system which is in charge to receive the information from the other vehicles in 
the platoon, receive information about the traffic light and also send information about 
the vehicle to the platoon 

 

The system shall manage two levels, which shall be sent them to the driver user interface; it has the 
purpose to provide the operation of the system to the driver. 

  

Status Level 1 

State Description 

Idle This status refers when the automatic control system is inactive. 

When the CDS is in idle state: 

When the driver turn on the cooperative driving system. The control system 
cannot be activated until the driver considers that is ready to leave the control 
of the vehicle to the automatic control system. 

When the driver brakes or accelerates, those actions inactive the automatic 
control system and the driver takes the control of the vehicle.  

Operation When the automatic control system is activated. 

The send information to others but the driver inactive the system to drive 
manually   

OFF  The CDS is turn off 

The driver presses the emergency button. 

Status Level 2 

State Description 

FULL The cooperative driving system (CDS) sends its information to the platoon  

The cooperative driving system is using the information from the GPS. 

The cooperative driving system can generate the dynamic vehicle information 
and it can send to other vehicles and road side unit  

The vehicle is been driven automatically 

COOPERATE The CDS sends information to others but the driver could inactive the control 
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to drive manually   

COOPERATE OUT The CDS can send information about the vehicle position to others but it 
cannot use the information about other in the platoon to select the strategy, 
the vehicle is driven follow the vehicle ahead 

NO COOPERATE The CDS cannot either send or receive information from the other vehicles. 
The vehicle is operated following the vehicle ahead 

FAIL When the CDS cannot send or receive information (Communication is not 
working) or when the CAN BOX is not working,  

All components are not working. (see table related to the alternative No 3)    
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(b)  State chart 
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C3.2.3  State machine of CDS version 2 

The second version of the state machine of the cooperative driving  include components based on the 
framework used to integrate all the components of the CDS, in this case OROCOS, which include 
new components. 

Component Description 

WiFi Software component, which handles all wireless communication. 

Estimator Software component, which estimates states and filters data. 

CAN Software component which handles all CAN communication 

GPS Software component, which provides GPS data. 

Data logger Software component which logs data. 

Supervisor Software component which is responsible for start-up, global mode (see 
Figure 4), diagnostics etc. 
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(a) States of the WSU 

 

 

 

State Description 

Initialization The Supervisor component is started and which starts all other components of 
the WSU. 

Normal The WSU is working. All components are working 

WiFi broken The WSU is working. WiFi component does not work. 

GPS broken The WSU is working. GPS component does not work. 

WiFi AND GPS 
broken 

The WSU is working. Both WiFi and GPS components do not work. 

Error The WSU is not working. An unrecoverable error has been detected. If 
possible, a CAN-message should be sent to the ECU – telling it to deactivate 
automatic control before WSU shuts down. 

Table 6. WSU States. 
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(b) States of the ECU (ecu_status) 

Important: All information below is based on assumptions and the “CAN COMMUNICATION 
SPECIFICATION – version 4” document. This information needs to be verified or replaced by Joakim 
Kjellberg. 

 

It is assumed that the ECU has these four states: 

State Description 

Off The ECU is working and controller is disabled. Waiting for activate signal. 

On and working The ECU is working. Controller is turned on. 

Turned off manually The ECU is not working. Controller is turned off. There is no return from this 
state without resetting the system. 

Malfunctioning The ECU is not working. Controller is turned off. There is no return from this 
state without resetting the system. 

Table 7. ECU States. 

 

Figure 9. ECU State machine. 
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C3.3 Braking delay  

C3.3.1  Informal language 

Braking is one of “the most safety critical function for a cooperative driving system”[1], the system 
should evaluate the alternatives and be enable to generate the correct response and in the correct 
timing, to avoid that the vehicle collide. (24) 

B.  Follower

T3 Send message

A. Vehicle ahead  

A. Vehicle ahead  

        X                                                            Distance                                        Y   

B.  Follower

 Vehicle A  breaks
T1 Activate the brake 
T2: Sending Information 
to the brake system 
T3. Sending information 
to other vehicle 

 Vehicle B 
T4 Receive Information from Vehicle A (it is braking)
T5 Information is received in the WSU
T6 Information is processed in the WSU
T7. The  controller identify that the vehicle  
information corresponds to braking based on the 
broadcast Information.
T8 The controller establishes that the vehicle must 
brake. 
T9 It  sends information to the brake system ”to 
brake”
T10 It sends information to the WSU that vehicle is to 
break.  
T11 The  system activates the brakes 
T12. Brakes activated 

 T1 + T2 +….T12  
should be smaller to 
the time that for the 
vehicle B move from X 
to Y

 

 

 

C3.3.2 Mathematical notation 

 

brakeECUwsumesscomdelay TTTTTT   

comT -  delay in communication  

messT - delay due to message type ( Rate 10Hz) 

WSUT - delay in processing data in WSU 

ECUT - delay in processing data in ECU 

brakeT - delay in braking 

Identifying the value  brakeT   
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C3.4  Architecture of the CDS 

C3.4.1  Informal Language 
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D   Acceptance Test  

 

Requirements  Test - Expected output on 
the test  

1. Communicate with other vehicles by sending and 
receiving static and dynamic information about the 
vehicle V2V, as well as receiving information from the 
road side unit V2I.  

Send  and  receive  GCDC 
Messages properly 

2. Vehicle should get information from a GPS device  Coordinates are correct 

3. The system should interpret its environment, identify 
its role, and execute the action needed to join or leave 
a platoon. The interpretation of its environment 
should be done by using the information coming from 
the other vehicles and the infrastructure, i.e. roadside 
units and traffic.  

Vehicle is leader follower 

Join / split the platoon 

Detect traffic light and its 
conditions 

4. The vehicle should know its current situation position, 
velocity, heading  

The vehicle inform its own 
information to other vehicles 
in the platoon 

5. The CDS should evaluate and determine how the 
vehicle should behave according to its current 
surrounding   and under level of safety.  

a. Smoothly accelerate/brake 

b. Go and stop at traffic lights  

c. Go at maximal speed 

d. Join the platoon 

e. Follow the vehicle ahead  

f. Keep string stability of the platoon  

g. Maintain the headway distance  

h. Driving under a safe parameter 

i. Give priority to the driver´s actions of braking 
and accelerating as an emergency 
measurement. 

The vehicle accelerate / brake 
or stop  

6. The CDS should automatically inform to the engine of 
the vehicle about the action accelerate, brake or stop.  

The vehicle accelerate / brake 
or stop 

7. The system should have a monitoring system that 
evaluates the safe conditions of the system. 

The system should inform the 
situation of the system. 

The system should turned off 
in the case or problematic 
situation 

For more detail information about the test cases definition See the reference (24) 

 


